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Nathalie Drouin appointed Honorary Academic Advisor
Professor at Université du Québec à Montréal joins global advisory team for
PM World Journal and Library
22 August 2021 – Montréal, Canada and Dallas, TX, USA – PM World has announced the
appointment of Nathalie Drouin, PhD, MBA, LL.B. as an honorary academic advisor for the
PM World Journal (PMWJ) and PM World Library (PMWL). Dr. Drouin is the Executive
Director at KHEOPS, an International Research Consortium on the Governance of Large
Infrastructure Projects, the Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Managing Projects
in Business, and a full professor in the Department of Management, École des Sciences de
la gestion, Université du Québec à Montréal (ESG UQAM).
Nathalie is also an Adjunct Professor at the University of
Technology Sydney (UTS), Australia and Associate
Researcher at École nationale d’administration publique
(ENAP), Canada. She teaches initiation and strategic
management of projects in the Graduate Project
Management Programs at ESG UQAM.
Dr. Drouin is a former member of the PMI Insight Academic
Group. She is also a member of the Board of Directors of
the Logistics and Transportation Metropolitan Cluster of Montreal (CARGO M) and a
member of Parks Canada Agency Audit Committee, Government of Canada.
Her research has been funded by various research councils. The results of her work have
been published in major academic journals and presented at several international
conferences. She is currently focused on organizational project management, leadership
issues and megaprojects. With Ralf Müller and Shankar Sankaran, she won the 2019 Walt
Lipke Project Governance and Control Excellence Award as well as the 2019 International
Project Management Association’s IPMA Research Award.
See her advisor profile at https://pmworldlibrary.net/nathalie-drouin-phd/
According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “We are honored to welcome Dr. Nathalie Drouin to
our honorary advisory team. As editor-in-chief of the International Journal of Managing
Projects in Business, she may be one of the most influential individuals in the PM field. Her
subjects of research are some of the most important and her teaching credentials are
outstanding. Her influence on our readers should be felt immediately.”

Dr. Drouin stated, “I am happy to join the PMWJ’s academic advisory team. I’ve only just
learned about this journal but now see the value of a practitioner-oriented publication where
people with all kinds of PM experiences can share knowledge. When I saw some of my
international colleagues already participating, I thought it might be both worthwhile and fun
to contribute.”
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PM World engages with professional and academic leaders in various countries to support
the organization’s dual missions of advancing knowledge sharing and continuous learning
related to modern program and project management. To see all current honorary academic
advisors, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/international-academic-advisors/
Registered with the US Library of Congress (ISSN 2330-4480) and indexed by EBSCO, the
PM World Journal (PMWJ) is a web-based monthly publication featuring dozens of articles,
papers and other works about projects and project management around the world. The
PMWJ is produced and maintained by PM World which also maintains the PM World
Library (PMWL), a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project
management. To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.net. To learn more, visit
www.pmworldlibrary.net.
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